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villa de france

The epitome of exquisite Caribbean living, the sprawling five-bedroom Villa de France enjoys a direct access to the Flamands Beach for
a truly residential feet-in-the-sand experience. Its unparalleled ocean views over the sea hosts a breathtaking moment of beauty.
Cleverly combining refined materials with original art pieces, French designer Jacques Grange conceived this Caribbean jewel for
friends and families seeking a private and exclusive tropical experience.
The villa sprawls over 650 sqm (6997 sqft). It grants exceptional private spaces, its own spa treatment and fitness room and two infinityedge pools. During guests’ stay, a dedicated Majordome look after every detail.
The ground floor comprises a spacious cosy living room with floor-to-ceiling windows opening onto a private terrace facing stunning
Caribbean sea views.
In the private dining room with a ten-seat round table, catered by the villa’s dedicated Majordome, guests may enjoy the fresh catch of
the day, abundant local delicacies as well as their favourite dishes.
Two spacious bedrooms with either king or twin-sized beds – are equipped with their own bathrooms with bathtub and rain shower
and large separate dressing rooms. Sky-high ceilings, fine crafts, bespoke furniture, carefully curated pieces of art enhance the sense of
place throughout all the villa’s rooms including its master bedroom.
A staircase leads to the first floor which offers an exclusive panoramic ocean view from the spacious terrace outfitted with stylish
furniture.
The master bedroom is a veritable cocoon of tranquility. The bedroom faces a dazzling panorama of the sparkling ocean, overlooked by
a private terrace with its own plunge pool. The bathroom faces the same spectacular views. The generous bathtub and the rain shower
as well as the independent dressing room invite to ultimate pampering.
The first floor boasts two additional bedrooms, similar to the ones on the ground floor, and a well-being sanctuary for ultimate
indulgence and exclusive privacy. The private spa treatment and fitness room offers an in-villa experience of the Cheval Blanc Spa’s
signature treatments created with Guerlain and unveils state-of-the art Technogym equipment.
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An exceptional haven
in the heart of Cheval Blanc St-Barth Isle de France

A unique comtemporary sensibility
from designer Jacques Grange

Vibrant patterns , warm woods,
rattan furniture and airy cottons

Five generous, light-filled bedrooms
decorated in bright beige and fresh blue tones

Master bedroom facing a dazzling
panorama of the sparkling ocean

Large private spaces
dedicated to each bedroom

A dedicated Majordome surprising
the guests with personalised attentions

Convivial spaces
for family and friends gatherings

Two private infinity-edge pools
overlooking the Flamands Bay

villa de france | facilities overview

▪ Five-bedroom villa sprawling across 650 sqm - 6997 sqft including:
- 1 master bedroom on the first floor with a private terrace, its dedicated private infinity-edge pool offering panoramic views over
the Caribbean sea and its own bathroom with bathtub, rain shower and spacious dressing room
- 4 bedrooms (2 located on the ground floor and 2 on the first floor) with their own bathrooms with bathtub, rain shower and
spacious dressing room
- Lavish living room featuring panoramic ocean views
- Convivial dining room accommodating up to 10 guests
- A private kitchen at guest disposal
- A spa treatment and fitness room showcasing exclusive Guerlain rituals and Technogym equipment
- 2 generous outdoor terrace with infinity-edge pools
- A direct access to the Flamands Beach
▪ Dedicated Majordome access and facilities
▪ Direct access to the Maison’s outlets and facilities including:
- La Case and La Cabane restaurants
- In-room Carte Blanche service
- The White Bar
- Cheval Blanc Spa with Guerlain treatments
- Fitness Centre and the two swimming pools
- Complimentary access to the tennis court, 5mn away by car
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villa de france | services overview

A dedicated Majordome
§ A discreet and attentive Majordome, available to fulfil every desire and to unveil personalised attentions and surprises throughout the
stay
A celebration of culinary arts, offered with our compliments
§ A refined in-room Carte Blanche menu, specifically created by our Chef for the Villa de France, to delight all palates
§ A private bar with complimentary soft drinks
§ “Pause Gourmande” in the Villa every day in the afternoon
A collection of exclusive services
§ A 30-minute spa treatment per person offered with our compliments during the stay
§ A private spa treatment and fitness room which offers an in-villa experience of the Cheval Blanc Spa’s signature treatments created
with Guerlain and unveils state-of-the art Technogym equipment
§ Two dedicated Mini Cooper or two dedicated Moke at guests’ disposal during the whole stay (insurance not included)
§ Complimentary laundry service on arrival
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villa de france | ground floor
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1. Terrace with private pool
2. Living room
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3. Pantry
4. Dining room
5. Bedroom with private bathroom and dressing room
6. Bedroom with private bathroom and dressing room
7. Main entrance
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villa de france | first floor
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1. Terrace with private pool
2. Master bedroom with private
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bathroom and dressing room
3. Private spa treatment & fitness room
4. Bedroom with private bathroom and dressing room
5. Bedroom with private bathroom and dressing room
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CHEVAL BLANC ST-BARTH ISLE DE FRANCE
Baie des Flamands - 97133 Saint-Barthélemy - French West Indies
Tel: +590 590 27 56 66 - Toll Free 1 800 810 4691 (from USA)
Site : www.chevalblanc.com - Email : info.stbarth@chevalblanc.com

